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Abstract— Recurrent or sustained awkward body postures
are among the most frequently cited risk factors to the
development of work-related musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs).
To prevent workers from adopting harmful configurations but
also to guide them toward more ergonomic ones, wearable
haptic devices may be the ideal solution. In this paper, a
vibrotactile unit, called ErgoTac, and a slide-and-squeeze unit,
called CUFF, were evaluated in a limbs postural correction
setting. Their capability of providing single-joint (shoulder or
knee) and multi-joint (shoulder and knee at once) guidance
was compared in twelve healthy subjects, using quantitative
task-related metrics and subjective quantitative evaluation. An
integrated environment was also built to ease communication
and data sharing between the involved sensor and feedback
systems. Results show good acceptability and intuitiveness for
both devices. ErgoTac appeared as the suitable feedback device
for the shoulder, while the CUFF may be the effective solution
for the knee. This comparative study, although preliminary,
was propaedeutic to the potential integration of the two devices
for effective whole-body postural corrections, with the aim to
develop a feedback and assistive apparatus to increase workers’
awareness about risky working conditions and therefore to
prevent MSDs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Work-related musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) remain
the most common work-related health problem in the Eu-
ropean Union nowadays. Besides the harmful effects on
workers themselves, they lead to high costs to enterprises,
and society [1]. Extended research on this topic has identified
several physical working conditions that may increase the
risk of developing MSDs [2]. Recurrent or sustained awk-
ward body postures are among the most frequently cited. The
main affected body districts are the back, neck, shoulders,
and upper limbs, but also disorders in the lower limbs
have been reported [3]. To prevent the associated harmful
effects, the study of systems that may correct the actions of
workers during everyday industrial tasks has recently gained
considerable interest. These systems may act as postural
correction devices to reduce the excessive and continuous
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Fig. 1. A view of a possible integration of the two haptic devices compared
in the present manuscript.

load on the joints due to non-ergonomic body configurations
of the operators [4].

This complex issue has been approached by different disci-
plines starting with the design of ergonomic workstations [5],
[6]. Despite this progress, the development of assistive
devices to warn the workers about inappropriate postures
has seen less attention. Some examples of assistive devices
with similar goals can be found in literature, often proposing
cumbersome solutions. In [7], for example, a lower limbs
exoskeleton was proposed to improve the muscle strength of
the wearer while transporting loads. Other solutions, focusing
on the control of collaborative robots to reduce human
collaborators’ excessive load, have been proposed [8], [9].

For their structure and characteristics, the introduction of
postural warning systems in industrial environments is not
trivial: the use of visual displays is not always suitable
since it can act as a distraction [10]. Meanwhile, the use
of acoustic cues can be inefficient due to the noises present
in the industrial settings [11].

On the other hand, in recent years, many wearable haptic
devices have been proposed in a wide range of scenarios
for human-human, and human-machine interaction [12]. One
of the strengths of these systems is the capability of being
integrated with the operators’ bodies and being easily carried
around. The introduction of these devices allowed delivering
different types of stimuli in a natural and unobtrusive way.
Hence, their use to provide directional feedback has been
widely investigated in different fields, ranging from guidance
systems for blind people [13] to rehabilitation and training
procedures [14], [15].

For their nature and characteristics, these devices can be
used to provide directional feedback in applications of kine-
matic guidance for ergonomic enhancement. Some examples
for this application can already be found in literature, as [16],
in which a set of eccentric mass motors are used to provide



vibrotactile feedback guidance of a static pose.
Within this field, in two recent works, two systems for the

postural correction of industrial workers have been presented
by the authors of this paper. In Kim et al. 2021 [17], a
vibrotactile device called ErgoTac was used to develop three
different feedback modalities to provide directional guidance
at the level of the single joints towards the desired pose. On
the other hand, in Fani et al. 2021 [18], a wearable multi-cue
system to be worn on the upper limbs was used to provide
corrective feedback for posture balancing, conveying both
squeezing stimuli and vibration.

In this paper, we compare the two previously presented
wearable haptic devices in their capabilities of providing
guidance cues for the control of single joint angles, consid-
ering upper- and lower-limb postures. For what concerns the
system in [18], only the slide and squeeze stimulation modal-
ity of the device was here considered. More specifically, the
two devices are used to guide participants’ shoulder and knee
angles in a controlled experimental setting and evaluated
through quantitative metrics. After the experiments, partici-
pants also undergo a subjective evaluation with a 7-points
Likert-Scale Questionnaire and a NASA-TLX to evaluate
their acceptance and physical and cognitive demand. An
essential contribution of this work is implementing a modular
environment where multiple sensors and feedback systems
can be integrated, facilitating communication, data sharing,
and synchronization.

This study is headed toward the final optimised integration
between the two systems, in which each device is placed on
specific body segments maximizing the intuitiveness and the
efficiency of the feedback system as a whole (see Figure 1).

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. In
Section II a description of the two used wearable devices
with their guidance strategies and the integration setup is
provided. The experiments are presented in Section III,
followed in Section IV by the presentation and discussion
of the results. Section V concludes the manuscript, also
exploring possible future applications and evaluations.

II. MULTI-MODAL HAPTIC FEEDBACK

The main goal of this work is to compare two haptic
devices previously presented in the literature, the ErgoTac
[19] and the Clenching Upper-limb Force Feedback device
(CUFF) [20], in a postural correction setting. These two
devices have been already previously used for postural and
ergonomic correction [17], [18]. This section presents the
mechanical structure and the main working principles of
the two devices, followed by the description of the modular
environment in which they are integrated. Next, the imple-
mentation of their haptic guidance is illustrated.

A. The CUFF
The CUFF is a wearable haptic device initially designed

as a force feedback tool for prosthetic application [21] using
a fabric-band actuated through two DC motors to provide
normal and tangential force stimuli on the user’s skin. For its
structure, the CUFF can be easily worn on any limb segment
through two velcro bands fixed to the main frame.

In the specific, the two DC motors fixed on the main frame
of the device can be independently controlled to move the
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the feedback strategies adopted by the (a) CUFF and
the (b) ErgoTac (SPOT modality).

two extremities of the fabric band. If the two motors move
in the same direction, a sliding movement of the fabric band
is generated, applying a tangential force to the user’s skin.
On the other hand, if the two DC motors are controlled to
move in the opposite direction, the fabric band, to be seen
as a cuff wrapping the limb, can be squeezed or released,
generating forces normal to the skin of the user (see Fig.
2a). The fabric band, used as a user interface, is covered
with a bio-compatible silicone layer, allowing it to generate
higher tangential forces.

The control of the two DC motors is performed using a
double control loop, one in current and one in position. This
structure allows us to maintain precise and stable positions
and better stabilize the grip of the fabric band on the users’
skin. The CUFF weights « 230 g, and its dimensions are
124 ˆ 70 ˆ 58 mm.

The proposed device was already successfully applied
in other fields such as telerobotics [20], rehabilitation
robotics [15], [22] and assistive applications [13]. The CUFF
is controlled using an onboard custom control board capable
of managing the two motors’ movements and communicating
with the computer through bus RS485. In this work, differ-
ently from [20] in which vibration was also included, we
considered the CUFF in its original version. This choice was
motivated by the need for clearly distinguishing the tactile
cues delivered by the two devices considered in our work.

B. The ErgoTac

The ErgoTac is a wireless wearable vibrotactile feedback
device that has been designed to be placed on the main
joints of the human body to warn the users about possible
overloading of the joints [19].

The single ErgoTac module weights only 28 g , and its
dimensions are 68.1 ˆ 37.0 ˆ 17.3 mm. Multiple modules
can be combined in the different joints to obtain a distributed
correction devices network on the user’s body. To simplify
the placement of the modules on the skin, the shape of the
bottom surface presents a curved shape to better adapt to
the human body segments. The different modules are kept in
place through elastic bands (see Fig. 4b). The use of the wire-
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Fig. 3. The multi-modal integration into the ROS middleware framework
allows the data processing and communication between multiple sensor
systems and haptic feedback devices.

less communication (Bluetooth Low Energy in the 2.4 GHz
spectrum), together with the integration of microcontroller
and battery on the modules allows an increase in wearability,
reducing also the obstacles to the user’s movements.

The vibration is generated through a mini eccentric rotat-
ing mass (ERM) vibration motor, controlled in Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) with the microcontroller. The ErgoTac
provides information to the user through three different levels
of vibration amplitude, “High” (100%), “Medium” (60%),
and “Low” (30%), maintaining a constant frequency of the
vibration at 121 Hz.

This device has been previously validated by a user study
during which subjects reconfigured body posture to minimize
overload efforts while performing a heavy lifting task [19].
Furthermore, in the same study, three vibration modalities
(PATTERN, SPOT, and RAMP) have been considered to de-
termine the best feedback modality from objective and sub-
jective results provided by the subjects. The results yielded
strong evidence on the usefulness and the intuitiveness of one
of the developed modalities (the SPOT modality) in guiding
towards ergonomic working conditions by minimizing the
effect of an external load on body joints. In this study, the
SPOT modality of the ErgoTac will be used. The SPOT
modality, as represented in Fig. 2b, uses two ErgoTac units
per joint: information on the desired direction is provided
through repulsive vibration feedback on the opposite side of
the limb (see [17] for more detail).

C. The Integration: ROS-based environment
An essential part of this work is the integration of the

involved devices within the same environment to allow an
interchangeable setup in which they can be switched one with
others allowing the system to work continuously, without the
need for significant changes. To this aim, the tools offered by
ROS (Robot Operating System1) are exploited. ROS-based
communication interfaces are implemented for both the sen-
sor and feedback systems employed in this work. Hence, a
ROS-based environment is built. All the devices included can
communicate and share data using ROS messages through
ROS topics or ROS services, representing the many-to-many
or the one-to-one communication paradigm. Moreover, the
data synchronization can be easily implemented through ROS
time instances, enabling collective data storage. As illustrated

1https://www.ros.org/

in Fig. 3, the implemented environment is designed as
a modular framework. Multiple devices (both sensor and
feedback systems) can be added and share data with a central
processor and/or between each other through ROS. In this
work, an inertial-based motion-capture (MoCap) system is
employed to collect data about human motion and share them
with a central processor that, in turn, send commands to
the two considered haptic devices. Specifically, information
about the human joint angles are sent through ROS topics.
A ROS service is implemented to calibrate the CUFF while
ROS topics are used to control the haptic guidance of both
the CUFF and ErgoTac. However, other sensor/feedback
systems could replace and/or be added to the environment,
with the only requirement of a ROS-based communication
interface.

D. The Haptic Guidance Implementation
The two haptic devices are used, in this work, to guide one

or two human joints. The selected joints are the shoulder,
commonly involved in manipulation tasks, and the knee,
fundamental for whole-body posture.

When the ErgoTac is used, two units are placed, one in
the front and one in the back of the selected area. The SPOT
modality is implemented. In this modality, the vibration is
activated in the unit placed on the opposite part of the
limb w.r.t. the movement to perform, acting as a repulsive
cue. The three-level of vibration amplitude that ErgoTac
can deliver (i.e., ”High,” ”Medium,” ”Low”) provide instead
information on the amount of error made by the user during
the movement. The higher the vibration, the higher the
error, i.e., the difference between the actual joint angle and
the target one. Accordingly, the information required from
ErgoTac is the unit ID and the vibration level (see Fig. 3).
The guidance provided by ErgoTac is sequential, meaning
that only one unit is activated at a time. As such, when two
joints should be guided, one joint is assisted at a time.

When the CUFF is used, the device is worn on the biceps
and/or on the lower part of the calf. To provide both intensity
and direction of the correction, the information required from
the CUFF is the signed error (see Fig.3). The direction of the
postural correction is provided with a tangential force in the
direction of the correction. I.e., if the movement to perform
is a forward movement, the CUFF will rotate clockwise,
providing a forward tangential force on the internal part of
the arm. On the contrary, if the movement to perform is
backward, a counter-clockwise rotation of the cuff’s fabric
is generated, producing a backward tangential force on the
skin of the internal part of the arm. The other degree of
freedom of the CUFF, the squeezing, is instead used to
provide information about the amplitude of the error. When
the subject is placed in the goal position, and the error is null,
the force exerted is 3 N. If the user moves from the goal
position, the CUFF starts squeezing with a force intensity
proportional to the error with a maximum squeezing force
of 20 N when the error modulus is equal to or larger than
90˝ (see [18] for more detail on the force limits). Combining
the two stimuli generates a localized pinch on the side
of the desired movement with an intensity proportional to
the intensity of the error, i.e., in the front of the arm for
forwarding correction movements and the back of the arm
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Fig. 4. Overview of the experimental setup. The two haptic devices
compared in this study are highlighted: the CUFF (a) and the ErgoTac (b).

for backward correction movements. Unlike ErgoTac, two
CUFF can be activated simultaneously.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

The experiment’s goal is to provide an idea about the per-
formance and acceptability of the different haptic modalities
and compare their intuitiveness. First, the experimental setup
and protocol are described. Next, the evaluation tools are
illustrated.

A. Experimental setup

The whole experimental procedure was carried out at
Human-Robot Interfaces and Physical Interaction (HRII)
Lab, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT), and the protocol
was approved by the ethics committee Azienda Sanitaria
Locale (ASL) Genovese N.3 (Protocol IIT HRII SOPHIA
554/2020). Twelve self-assessed right-handed volunteers
(one female) took part in the experiment (age 28.3 ˘ 2.4
years). No participant presented physical or psychological
impediments that could affect their capabilities of under-
standing and performing the tasks. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 4. To collect information on human kinematics,
an inertial-based MoCap system, the MVN Biomech suit (by
Xsens Technologies BV, Enschede, Netherlands) was used.
The two haptic devices were used, one at a time, to guide
one or two human joints, i.e. the shoulder, the knee or their
combination. The right side of the body was chosen for
systems placement hence the systems were placed on the
right upper arm and/or on the right lower part of the calf,
in standing position. The haptic guidance was defined by
directly comparing the subjects’ current body configuration
provided by the MoCap with a target one.

B. Protocol

Each participant was asked to follow the guidance pro-
vided by the haptic devices moving the appropriate body
joint up to the reference angles. Each experimental session
was composed of two blocks, one using the CUFF and the
other using the ErgoTac, respectively, as haptic guidance
feedback. The order of the two blocks was randomized

TABLE I
MEASUREMENTS AND INDICES USED FOR THE SYSTEMS EVALUATION.

REFER TO [17] FOR MORE DETAIL.

Index* Description Unit

Confusion index Percentage of time the subject goes in
the opposite direction of the guidance %

Success ratio Percentage of cases where
the desired position was reached %

Reaching time Duration of the reaching movement
to the desired position s

Angular distance Total travelled joint angular distance
to the desired position deg

Reaching velocity Average velocity from the initial
to the desired position deg/s

Final error Percentage difference between the
final and desired position %

*The first group is for all trials, the second for the cases with success, the
third for the failed trials.

per participant. Each block was composed of three sub-
blocks randomized within each block: i) upper limb guidance
(focusing on the shoulder joint), ii) lower limb guidance
(focusing on the knee joint), and iii) multi-joint guidance
(focusing on both the shoulder and the knee joints at once).

Three reference angles on the sagittal plane were chosen
for the shoulder and the knee, and three couples of angles
were chosen for the combination of shoulder and knee; the
selection was based on previous literature [17]. The chosen
angles were ´10˝, 45˝, and 90˝ for the shoulder and 30˝,
80˝, and 115˝ for the knee. The couples r20˝110˝s, r55˝70˝s,
and r100˝40˝s were chosen for the multi-joint sub-block
(first angle referring to the shoulder). Within each sub-block,
the order of the single angle/couple of angles was also
randomized.

As in the “directional vibrotactile feedback modalities”
experiment in [17], each trial concluded when the participant
stated to be in the position goal. Additionally, in this work,
we added a 90 s limit per trial; once the limit is reached, the
trial was considered failed. The limit was chosen considering
the average time and the standard deviation in the SPOT
condition for the shoulder in [17]. Before starting each block,
a 5 minutes training session was performed. This session had
the goal of allowing the participant to familiarize with the
cues provided by the devices.

C. Measurements and indices
For the evaluation of the performances, the same indices

previously used in [17] and reported in Table I were used.
The selected indices allowed an evaluation of both physical
and cognitive aspects.

After performing each experimental block, participants
were asked to fill a 7-Points Likert-Scale questionnaire (1:
strongly disagree; 7: strongly agree) and a NASA-TLX ques-
tionnaire [23] on the specific device used in the block. A final
7-Points Likert-Scale questionnaire including comparative
questions was then proposed at the end of the experiment.
The NASA-TLX questionnaire allows getting a subjective
self-evaluation of six parameters, i.e. Mental Demand (MD),
Physical Demand (PD), Temporal Demand (TD), Perfor-
mance (P), Effort (E), and Frustration (F). All scores range
from 0.0 to 100.0. Details about the Likert-Scales are instead
provided in Table II. Statistical analysis was carried out on
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guidance at once) with the ErgoTac feedback for one subjects.

the performance indexes and the questionnaires’ outcomes
to check the significance of the results. The non-parametric
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted to compare CUFF
against ErgoTac for each sub-block and the single joint
against multi-joint condition for both the devices.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 5 and 6 represent the results of the multi-joint sub-
block, in which the guidance was provided to the shoulder
and the knee joint at once, with the CUFF and the ErgoTac,
respectively, for one selected subject. The couples of angles
q were tested one at a time; however, the separate trials are
here concatenated for synthesis. In these plots, the different
functioning of the two devices can be clearly appreciated.
The DC motors position γ and the unit vibration level λ
are represented for the CUFF and the ErgoTac, respectively.
While the CUFF provided a continuous stimulus, the Er-
goTac generated subsequent pulses. As already mentioned,
the two CUFFs (on the arm and the leg) can be activated
simultaneously. In Fig. 5, it can be observed that the subject
was able to follow the guidance of both the CUFFs at the
same moment. On the other hand, the sequential feedback
of ErgoTac guided the subject joints one at a time but still
allowed them to reach the desired joint position.

In Fig.7, the results of the performance indices used
to compare the two devices are represented in boxplots.
The indices scores are averaged among all the trials (i.e.,
angles/couples of angles tested within each sub-block) and
among all the twelve subjects. The results of the statistical
analysis are also illustrated, highlighting when the compar-
isons led to a p-value (p) <0.05.

According to the confusion index results, when a single
joint was guided, ErgoTac proved to be significantly less
confusing in suggesting the direction of the postural correc-
tion for both the knee and the shoulder. Interestingly, with
both the devices, the guidance on the knee was significantly
less confusing in the multi-joint trial. Mixed results can
be observed regarding the percentage of success. However,
mainly in single-joint trials, both the devices proved to be
effective in making the subjects complete the task. The
reaching time significantly increased when two joints were
guided (except for the shoulder with the CUFF). Consider-
ing instead the knee-only guidance, the CUFF allowed to
significantly reduce the reaching time. On the other hand,
the angular distance was significantly lowered when using
the ErgoTac against the CUFF. As with the confusion index,
a significant improvement can be observed in the angular
distance for the shoulder in the multi-joint trial when using
the ErgoTac. The reaching velocity significantly increased
in the single joint guidance against the multi-joint one,
presenting significant differences for the ErgoTac. On the
other hand, the CUFF in the multi-joint guidance enabled a
significantly improved reaching velocity for the knee. Lastly,
no significant differences were found for the final error.

Overall, the ErgoTac demonstrated better performance in
the single-joint guidance of the shoulder with improvements
in 6/6 indices (3/6 significant). For what concerns the single
joint guidance of the knee, there is evidence that the CUFF
can induce faster responses and higher accuracy in reaching
the desired position, and hence appearing as the effective
solution.

When two joints were guided simultaneously, the per-
formance of both the devices got worse (confusion index,
reaching time and velocity, angular distance). Unexpectedly,
the opposite was true in some cases, and the related aspects
should be investigated. Nevertheless, a good percentage of
success was reached, and the final errors in the case of failure
were comparable to the single-joint case. This proves the
potential of the devices in providing multi-joint guidance
and encourages further studies on their use in whole-body
applications. In particular, based on the single-joint results,
their combination, i.e., ErgoTac for the shoulder and the
CUFF for the knee, may produce good results.

In Table II, the results of the Likert-Scales averaged among
all the twelve subjects are provided in the right column (mean
˘ standard deviation). Fig. 8 represents instead the outcome
of the NASA-TLX in boxplots. No significant differences
were found in any of the questions’ comparisons. However,
a slight preference was given to the CUFF for the knee
but to the ErgoTac for the shoulder. On the other hand, the
positive trend of the answers to both the NASA-TLX and the
single device Likert-Scale suggests that good acceptability
and intuitiveness have already been achieved by both the
ErgoTac and the CUFF.
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TABLE II
7-POINTS LIKERT-SCALE. QUEESTIONS ARE DIVIDED IN THREE GROUPS: E-Q# AND C-Q# FOR THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED AFTER THE ERGOTAC

AND THE CUFF BLOCK, RESPECTIVELY, F-Q# FOR THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED IN THE FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE.

Question Mean STD

E-Q1 The ErgoTac device interfered with my movements. 2.58 2.23
E-Q2 Tactile feedback was intuitive when provided through the ErgoTac device on the upper limb. 5.92 1.51
E-Q3 It was difficult to interpret the feedback from the ErgoTac device on the lower limb. 4.75 1.48
E-Q4 It was easy to distinguish and interpret the inputs from the ErgoTac device on the two locations. 4.58 1.78
E-Q5 I felt tired while using the ErgoTac device. 2.50 1.38
E-Q6 The stimuli provided by the ErgoTac device were easily perceivable during the task. 4.17 1.64

C-Q1 The CUFF device interfered with my movements. 3.67 2.15
C-Q2 Tactile feedback was intuitive when provided through the CUFF device on the upper limb. 4.67 1.23
C-Q3 It was difficult to interpret the feedback from the CUFF device on the lower limb. 3.50 1.68
C-Q4 It was easy to distinguish and interpret the inputs from the CUFF device on the two locations. 4.50 1.17
C-Q5 I felt tired while using the CUFF device. 2.58 1.31
C-Q6 The stimuli provided by the CUFF device were easily perceivable during the task. 4.83 1.11

F-Q1 I had the feeling of performing better while receiving feedback by the ErgoTac compared to the CUFF on the upper limb. 5.34 1.83
F-Q2 I had the perception of performing faster while using the CUFF device compared to the ErgoTac device on the upper limb. 3.58 2.24
F-Q3 I had the feeling of performing better while receiving feedback by the CUFF compared to the ErgoTac on the lower limb. 5.0 1.81
F-Q4 I had the perception of performing faster while using the ErgoTac device compared to the CUFF device on the lower limb. 3.25 1.71
F-Q5 It was easier to follow the double feedback while using the CUFF device compared to the ErgoTac device. 4.0 1.28
F-Q6 I did not use any visual information to achieve the task. 6.5 1.45
F-Q7 The noise coming from the actuators helped me during the task. 4.25 2.30
F-Q8 I did not feel tired in the end of the experiment. 4.50 1.83

In summary, for a task involving the upper limb, ErgoTac
showed to be a better solution as a postural correction device.
In addition, the hardware advantages of ErgoTac over the
CUFF due to its reduced weight, limited size and lower
power consumption cannot be deprecated. On the other hand,
considering the promising results of the CUFF for the knee,
it could be ideal for knee-focused applications.

In whole-body applications where power consumption is
not an issue, adopting a multi-modal solution with ErgoTac
on the shoulder and CUFF on the knee could be a reasonable

possibility. In any case, these outcomes are also subject to
the current state of the hardware. Hence, considering that
both devices are prototypes so far and not industrial solutions
yet, further studies are to be carried out considering future
implementations and improvements of the devices. Finally,
it is worth noticing that these results yield for the specific
tasks under investigation. Future tests with different and more
complex experimental tasks are needed to devise more robust
conclusions.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work, two previously proposed haptic devices, the
CUFF and ErgoTac, were compared in their capability of
providing single and multi-joint guidance to the users. Both
devices show good acceptability and intuitiveness. For the
single-joint guidance of the shoulder, ErgoTac demonstrated
significantly higher performance and it seems to be gener-
ally better perceived by the subjects. Due to its optimised
wearability and extremely low power consumption, ErgoTac
confirmed to be a good solution for the postural correction of
the upper limb. On the other hand, the CUFF showed more
positive results with the knee, also under the subjective point
of view of the participants.

This comparative study has been propaedeutic to the opti-
mal integration of the two devices as an assistive apparatus to
warn the users about inappropriate postures and guide them
toward more ergonomic configurations. In this direction,
future studies will focus on the evaluation of the two devices
in guiding the users during industrial-like tasks, considering
also a dual-task paradigm with distraction tasks. Based on
the findings, for applications where energy consumption is
not an issue, the combination of the ErgoTac guidance on
the upper limb with the CUFF assistance on the lower limb
will be examined. As previously mentioned, these results
are based on a preliminary assessment of the systems. A
more exhaustive characterization is needed to devise robust
conclusions, which will include different experimental tasks
also with longer duration. The usage of the CUFF device, in a
multi-modal configuration with the Ergotac, could minimize
the amount of vibrotactile stimuli delivered to the users over
long periods, hence preventing possible adaptation/saturation
of the receptive channels [18]. The cognitive load of this
configuration will be also investigated.
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